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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Leah 
Witman 
Moore

Leah Witman Moore has been teaching English and Theater for over 
sixteen years. She is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and 
has a master’s in Educational Theater from New York University. 
She was the recipient of the prestigious, Teacher of the Year award, 
presented to ten New York City Teachers annually. She has taught 
writing to more than 1,700 students and engages fourteen-year-old 
freshmen daily. Her family has been featured in a documentary about 
Cri du Chat, a rare chromosomal disability. She has been a guest on 
popular media outlets, such as ESPN and Forbes, working to create 
more stories centering around individuals with disabilities. She lives 
in New York with her husband, three children, and her daughter’s 
collection of rainbow wigs. 
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If your book club is looking for an engaging 
memoir about balancing motherhood and 
sanity, Loving You Big by Leah Witman 
Moore is the perfect fit.  Reading it is like 
sitting down with a friend talking after a 
long day and leaving with a renewed 
sense of what you value in the world. 

Here is everything you need to host a 
successful book club gathering:

• A synopsis of Loving You Big
• An excerpt from the book
• Reviews from other readers
• Loving You Big discussion questions
• Hosting Inspiration
• Bonus Features

Book Club Guide



Before becoming a mother, Leah Witman Moore 
would zoom through the day with her to-do list in 
hand, happily teaching high school students, and 
returning home to her loving husband, Zachary.

Then their first child, Jordan, was born with an 
extremely rare syndrome called Cri Du Chat. And 
when their twin boys, Austin and Oliver, were born 
four years later, they found themselves surrounded 
by neurosurgeons and oncologists, once again 
testing the resolve of their sanity and their marriage.

In Loving You Big, Leah Witman Moore 
recounts how she learns to balance the 
joys and sorrows of her life as she nav-
igates between wig-clad dance parties 
and the painful loss of loved ones. This 
powerful and poignant memoir teaches 
readers to celebrate every small victory, 
savor every chaotic moment, and recog-
nize the profound impact of a kind word.
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EXCERPT FROM LOVING YOU BIG
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Loving You Big is most often described as “vulnerable,” 
“thoughtful,” “easy to read,” and “inspiring.” 
 Here are some comments from readers:

• “I can feel every emotion and can relate to
every thought.”

• “When I finish crying, I start laughing, and then 
start crying again.”

• “It made me think about how I approach the world 
around me and what I want to do differently.”

• “I am reflecting on my own choices as a parent.” 
• “Leah challenges her reader to look at the world 

differently, to check our own ‘ableism’ biases, 
and to simply love big!”

“In her beautiful and inspiring memoir, Leah Moore, mother 
of a child with a rare chromosomal disorder, invites us into 
her journey as they beat the predictions with bravery, vulner-
ability, and above all, humor.” 

– Nicola Wheir, #1 New York Times bestselling 
author of The Nanny Diaries

“The only universal truth about parenting is that none of us 
are getting out unscathed. There’s going to be sobbing, 
but there will also be cake. Just focus on the cake. In her 
charming story of family and hope, Leah Moore appears to 
have figured that all out, choosing daily to meet her challeng-
es with a hum rather than sob…and a robust collection of 
wigs. If there’s any secret to parenting, that would be it: Just 
keep humming.*“

– Jeni Decker, author of I Wish I Were 
Engulfed in Flames: My Insane Life Raising 
Two Boys With Autism

*Wigs optional
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WHAT OTHERS HAVE SAID ABOUT LOVING YOU BIG 



“An intimate portrait of boundless parental love and resilience 
told with humor, wit, and a deep understanding of our humanity. 
This extraordinary story will grab your heart and squeeze it. And 
you will be transformed by it.” 

- Diana Kupershmit, 
author of Emma’s Laugh 

 
“With the perspective of an educator, the passion of an activist, 
and the fierce love of a mother, Moore shares her experiences 
raising a daughter with cri du chat alongside her other children 
with their own special needs. With heart and humor, insight and 
intelligence, Moore poignantly takes the reader along with her 
on a journey from Jordan’s diagnosis to overcoming challeng-
es to reaching milestones and beyond. Moore also advances 
a much-needed conversation about our “ableist” society from 
both institutional and personal angles. By giving voice to the 
voiceless, Moore has provided a gift to readers who can relate 
to her experiences firsthand as well as those who can not. This 
book touched me deeply, and I didn’t want to put it down.”

- Susie Orman Schnall, author of 
The Subway Girls and
We Came Here to Shine

LOVING YOU BIG is perfect for fans of... 
Raising a Rare Girl by Heather Lanier
Broken (in the best possible way) by Jenny Lawson
I Miss You When I Blink by Mary Laura Philpott
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WHAT OTHERS HAVE SAID ABOUT LOVING YOU BIG 

https://bookshop.org/books/raising-a-rare-girl-a-memoir/9780525559634
https://bookshop.org/books/broken-in-the-best-possible-way-9781250812483/9781250077035
https://bookshop.org/books/i-miss-you-when-i-blink-essays/9781982102807
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BOOK CLUB DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
FOR LOVING YOU BIG 

Leah introduces her story with the tension of the life she 
imagined she would live and the reality of her 
circumstances. Has there been a time where you had 
to negotiate your own planned vs. lived circumstances? 
What supported you throughout this process?

There is an underlying struggle in the memoir to 
create time for self-care. Which of her struggles could 
you identify with and what strategies could you use in 
your own life?

How would you describe Leah’s understanding of 
implicit biases as they pertain to individuals with 
disabilities? What is she advocating for within 
our society?

Khalil Gibran’s quote about sorrow and joy is referenced 
in the text. “Together they come, and when one sits 
alone with you at your board, remember that the other 
is asleep upon your bed.” How does the Moore family 
try to find a balance between their own sorrow and joy? 
How does this connect to your own life?

The memoir is structured in a series of vignettes, a 
shorter passage relying on a snapshot in time, broken 
up over three key sections: meeting the family, adjusting 
to the new normal, and becoming an advocate. 
Did the structure connect to your engagement as a 
reader? Why or why not?

1
2
3
4
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BOOK CLUB DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
FOR LOVING YOU BIG 

Leah discusses her own experiences learning to find her 
voice, not only to speak up for her daughter Jordan but 
also to look towards larger societal issues about the 
treatment of individuals with disabilities. How does reading 
about her journey invite you to reexamine your own voice in 
society? Where are there spaces where you believe more 
change is necessary? 

Coined by children’s author Dianna Hutts Aston in A Beetle 
Is Shy, the third section of the memoir focuses on “Lady-
bug Warriors.” What is a “ladybug warrior?” Where have 
you encountered your own “ladybug warriors?” In what 
ways have you been a “ladybug warrior” for someone else? 

Leah discusses the importance of mental health support. 
She uses writing as a tool to process the odyssey of 
emotions she faces. What is something you use in your life 
for self-regulation? What is something you wish you had 
more time for? 

After reading this memoir, how would you finish this 
sentence: Before I read Loving You Big, I used to think “X,’ 
but now I think “Y.” 

What are you “loving big” right now? 

6
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In addition to his kindness, sense of humor, and 
intelligence, Leah also married Zac for his cooking 
skills.  Invite the taste of Texas into your home with 
his mom’s famous salsa recipe.

Mama Rose’s Salsa
2 cans Rotel
½ a red onion 
1 fresh jalapeño 
2 handfuls of cilantro 
Salt to taste
Blend. Blend. Blend. 

Eat with chips of your liking. 

Or you can use Leah’s hosting tactic: 
Wear your favorite pair of fancy sweatpants, sit 
on the couch under a blanket, and eat some 
delicious chocolate.
(Sharing optional.) 
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HOSTING INSPIRATION FOR YOUR
LOVING YOU BIG BOOK CLUB
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Are you interested in having Leah
join your conversation?
Invite her to a Zoom meeting by filling 
out this form.

Do you have a story you have always 
wanted to tell and need some support
to write it? 
Email Leah at lovingyoubig@gmail.com to 
learn more about her “Writing to Remember” 
course. (Designed for writers of all levels!) 

Support your local bookstore!
Find your local book seller at bookshop.org, 
request enough copies for your book club, 
and have the bookstore host an evening 
with the author. 
LOVING YOU BIG is also available through
Amazon, Target, Barnes & Noble.

A portion of the proceeds are donated to

Inclusion Matters by Shane’s Inspiration
dedicated to building adaptive playgrounds. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/123Uq2gR4p_CgkVXqwJxAS5VRx9PEFrBmvydP8cuVzCw/edit
mailto:lovingyoubig@gmail.com
mailto:bookshop.org?subject=
https://bookshop.org/books/loving-you-big-one-family-embracing-the-unexpected-9781954614611/9781954614604
https://www.amazon.com/Loving-You-Big-embracing-unexpected/dp/1954614616/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=loving+you+big&qid=1636646992&qsid=134-8432080-8225247&sr=8-1&sres=1954614608%2CB01N38YHIE%2CB06WGMGT45%2C1647397294%2CB07MQX36FR%2CB08Y564ZL1%2CB072F7BK6H%2CB07FPWYY79%2C1951287134%2CB00JQHT8X8%2CB08966MZNX%2CB08TQDLVRL%2CB06WP31RMR%2CB08VNWB5K2%2C1732647178%2CB07FT7R45P
https://www.target.com/p/loving-you-big-by-leah-moore/-/A-84872059?preselect=84638016#lnk=sametab
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/loving-you-big-leah-moore/1140170862?ean=9781954614611
mailto:https://inclusionmatters.org/?subject=


Watch the documentary about 
Jordan & Cri du Chat
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Want to know more about the
family behind LOVING YOU BIG?

Read more of Leah’s writing

Read the Forbes article 
about LOVING YOU BIG

Meet  Jordan!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAywVXnY5Y4&t=2s
https://lovingyoubig.com/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferpalumbo/2021/10/22/how-the-book-loving-you-big-aims-to-change-the-narrative-around-disabilities/?sh=7769e645261f
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferpalumbo/2021/10/22/how-the-book-loving-you-big-aims-to-change-the-narrative-around-disabilities/?sh=7769e645261f
https://pix11.com/news/morning/westchester-family-explains-overcoming-the-stigma-of-disability/
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mailto:alizasarian.com?subject=

